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1. ABSTRACT  

 
Cellular biology has long been restricted to large 

cellular organisms. However, as the resolution of 
microscopic methods increased, it became possible to study 
smaller cells, in particular bacterial cells. Bacteriophage 
biology is one aspect of bacterial cell biology that has 
recently gained insight from cell biology. Despite their 
small size, bacteriophages could be successfully labeled 
and their cycle studied in the host cells. This review aims to 
put together, although non-extensively, several cell biology 
studies that recently pushed the elucidation of key 
mechanisms in phage biology, such as the lysis-lysogeny 
decision in temperate phages or genome replication and 
transcription, one step further. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. INTRODUCTION 
 

Being able to look at the processes occurring in 
living organisms is a challenge for modern biology. Cell 
biology enabled researchers to understand some key 
cellular processes, such as cytoskeleton organization, 
chromosome and plasmid segregation, or cell motility (for 
recent reviews see (1_5)). Bacteriophages develop within 
bacterial cells and, as a result, depend entirely on their host 
to produce newly synthesized virions. Most key cellular 
functions are high jacked by infecting viruses. This is 
typical of chaperone and chaperonine proteins, which were 
discovered through their role in the lambda phage 
development in Escherichia coli (6). Sometimes, phage 
genomes encode host-like proteins to fulfill similar roles; 
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these viral proteins interact with, and in some cases, 
substitute host proteins (7).  

 
For decades, numerous studies have looked at 

phage-host interactions by using various approaches and 
techniques ranging from genetics to structural biology. 
However, bacterial cell biology has recently provided 
alternative methods for studying virus-host interaction and 
shed light on long studied bacteriophage biology aspects, 
such as the lysogeny decision in lambda phage, the 
replication linked to the cell architecture in Phi29, and the 
transcription of segmented genome viruses. Some 
connections between phage infection and cell architecture 
and metabolism are highlighted in this review. 

 
3. LYSIS-LYSOGENY DECISION IN LAMBDA 
PHAGE 
  
3.1. Phage adsorption and DNA injection 
 An important step in being able to visualize 
infecting bacteriophages was to develop new labeling 
methods since, until recently, infecting phages could only 
be observed by electron microscopy of stained preparations 
(8). Recently, a step forward was made by Edgar and 
collaborators who described labeling techniques that 
allowed the decoration of infectious phage particles with 
covalently linked biotin conjugated to streptavidin-coated 
QDots (9,10). As a result, they were able to visualize 
QDots labeled lambda and T7 phages and follow phage 
adsorption to living E. coli cells without affecting the 
ability of the labeled phages to form plaques. An important 
finding of the later study was that, at low multiplicity of 
infection (MOI), phages were found preferentially attached 
to the cell poles, either actual poles or at mid-cells where 
new poles are being made (9). This finding is not restricted 
to the lambda phage since the authors were able to observe 
similar attachment patterns with virulent coliphages T4 and 
T7, as well as with virulent phages infecting other bacterial 
species, such as Yersinia pseudotuberculosis and Vibrio 
cholerae. However, it is noteworthy that this study focused 
on phages infecting Gram positive bacteria. The question 
raised hereafter is the localization of phage receptors to cell 
poles. The LamB protein, which is the maltose high-affinity 
receptor involved in maltodextrine transport, is also used as 
a receptor by the lambda phage (11,12). A previous study 
showed that the LamB protein forms spirals extending from 
pole to pole (13), which is consistent with phage binding all 
around the cell at high MOI (9). The model postulated by 
these authors is that the lambda phage can bind to LamB at 
any position of the cell, and then ride the LamB spiral to 
the cell pole where DNA is delivered in a ManY dependant 
manner. This is in agreement with the dynamics of LamB 
that shows a highly mobile subpopulation which may be 
responsible for lambda phage riding along the bacterial cell 
although no mechanism has been proposed to explain 
LamB mobility (13). A conclusive experiment would be to 
perform time-lapse microscopy to follow phage lambda 
migration together with mobile LamB molecules to the cell 
pole until DNA enters the cell. 
 
 The next question Edgar and collaborators 
addressed was the localization of lambda DNA delivery. As 

a consequence of the lateral movement of lambda particles 
to the cell pole, lambda DNA uptake should occur at the 
cell pole as well. The ManY protein, which is part of the 
mannose phosphotransferase system (PTS), is required for 
lambda DNA injection (14_17). Consistently, a ManY-GFP 
fusion was found co-localized with QDots labeled phages 
at low MOI, which suggests that DNA injection occurs 
preferentially at the poles (9).  
 
3.2. Lysis-lysogeny decision 
 The lysis-lysogeny genetic switch of the lambda 
phage has been the subject of extensive genetics studies for 
several decades (for recent reviews see (8,18,19)). 
However, cell biology helped to understand how this 
switch takes place in individual host cells. Following phage 
attachment and DNA release into the host cell, the lysis-
lysogeny decision should be somehow influenced by the 
fact that lambda phage infection occurs at the cell poles. 
Indeed, Edgar et al. also showed that FtsH (or HflB) was 
localized mainly at the cell poles, which increased its local 
concentration (9). FtsH is an essential membrane-bound 
zinc-dependent metalloendoprotease involved in septation 
(20,21). Besides its role in cellular proteins degradation, 
including the heat shock promoter protein Sigma 32 (22), 
FtsH controls the abundance of several lambda phage 
proteins involved either in the early decision of lysis versus 
lysogeny mode of development (cIII, cII) or in the lytic 
development (Xis) (23_25). The localization of FtsH at the 
pole led Edgar and collaborators to propose that at low 
MOI, the CII protein is totally degraded as a consequence 
of the higher local concentration of FtsH, and the phage 
undergoes a lytic mode of development (9). This is in 
agreement with lysis being the preferential mode observed 
at low MOI (26_28). 
 
 As mentioned above, in the early seventies, it was 
observed and documented that the lysis versus lysogeny 
decision was dependant on two main infection conditions: 
the MOI and the physiological state of the host (26). 
Indeed, at low MOI and when the host is metabolically 
active, the lytic development is preferred; whereas, at a 
high MOI and in the presence of slowly dividing cells, the 
decision tends to be a lysogenic development. Host cell fate 
upon lambda phage infection has been recently re-
investigated by St-Pierre and Endy at the level of individual 
cells, and the lysis-lysogeny decision was correlated with 
infected cell size (29). In this paper, the authors refer to the 
assumption made by Arkin and collaborators that if cells 
are believed to be identical at the genetic level, then they 
nevertheless may randomly accumulate different contents 
in regulatory molecules, which stochastically determines 
cell fate upon lambda infection (30). However, they 
provide an alternative model that involves an intrinsic and 
preexisting variation within the cell population and propose 
to challenge it by measuring individual cell sizes, which are 
then correlated to cell fate upon lambda phage infection. E. 
coli cells were separated according to their size and volume 
and each fraction was infected separately. The authors 
observed a strong correlation between the cell size and the 
phage developmental mode: large cells became lysogenic, 
whereas small ones were prompted to lysis (29). In order to 
look at individual cells, a fluorescent version of the lambda 
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phage was then used (lambda Aam19 b::GFP cI857) and 
the probability of lysogeny (or lysis) was determined as 
a function of the volume of individual wild-type cells 
grown to stationary phase (small cells) or of a high 
frequency of lysogeny mutant grown in a defined M9-
based medium and infected during exponential growth 
phase (large cells). As before, a strong correlation was 
observed between cell size and fate shorter cells 
becoming lysogens with a higher frequency than longer 
cells. It remains however unclear what is the parameter 
important for the lysis-lysogeny decision: the volume of 
the cell, and thus the local concentration of cellular 
factors important for the decision, or the fact that large 
cells have a higher metabolic activity which could 
represent favorable conditions for virion synthesis. 
However, as mentioned by the authors, the correlation is 
not absolute and some cells divided giving rise to two 
cells with different fate indicating that preexisting 
variations are not sufficient to explain the post-infection 
decision. Therefore, space is left for some intrinsic noise 
in the decision (29). 
 
 Elucidation of the lysis-lysogeny decision was 
recently further developed by L. Zeng and collaborators. 
They analyzed the decision making at the level of 
individual phages rather than individual cells (31). In 
this work, the authors look at individual phages by using 
mosaic phages expressing a gpD-EYFP protein variant. 
Phages expressing the fluorescent gpD protein are able 
to propagate just as regular phages (32), and the 
enrichment in fluorescent molecules per phage particle 
increased the resolution sensitivity of epifluorescence 
detection allowing to observe single phage particles. 
Importantly, the lysis-lysogeny decision was also 
unaffected (31). The results obtained by Zeng and 
collaborators are slightly divergent compared to the 
studies mentioned above. Indeed, they confirm that the 
host cell size is important in the whole cell decision 
making; however, they conclude that location of phage 
infection is important for the success rate of infection 
rather than for cell fate. Indeed, if infection occurs 
elsewhere than at the cell pole, phage DNA is not 
efficiently translocated into the cell probably because 
the ManY protein is localizes preferentially at the cell 
pole. More importantly, in this paper, a new model is 
being proposed that implies that decision making is 
made at the subcellular level and that individual phages 
independently choose between lysis and lysogeny, a 
decision that is dependent on the viral concentration 
inside the cell. A straightforward demonstration 
involves the integration of individual sharp decisions 
through an “AND” gate, meaning that lysogeny is possible 
only when all viruses that have entered the cell choose the 
lysogenic way, which is a condition more difficult to reach 
when the intracellular phage content increases. Another 
implication of this study is that subcellular decision making 
is most probably affected by cellular factors local 
concentrations, as it is the case for ManY and FtsH, thus 
linking the physical parameters (volume of the host cell and 
localization of infection) to the individual decision of 
viruses into the cell.  
 

4. REPLICATION AND TRANSCRIPTION 
 
4.1. Phi29 replication  
 Phage Phi29, which infects Bacillus subtilis, is 
the paradigm of double-stranded DNA viruses infecting 
Gram + bacteria (33_35). Replication of Phi29 involves a 
protein primed mechanism extensively studied by M. Salas 
and collaborators (36_39). An important question that was 
addressed by using epifluorescence techniques concerns the 
association of Phi29 replication with the host cell 
replication factories. Indeed, it was found that replication 
sites of the viral genome are different from the host 
replication sites and that Phi29 replication sites are 
redistributed at different stages of the infection cycle (40). 
Post-injection, Phi29 DNA is located at one end of the 
nucleoid where the first rounds of replication occur. Later 
on, during the infection cycle, Phi29 DNA replication 
expands to occupy multiple sites around the nucleoid. This 
process involves the viral gene 16.7, which is transcribed 
earlier and encodes a membrane localized DNA binding 
protein (41). Indeed, phage DNA replication is delayed in 
B. subtilis cells that do not express gene 16.7 (40). When 
Phi29 DNA replication ends, phage DNA accumulates 
within the bulk of the host cell’s nucleoid.  
 
 The combination of host cell biology studies to 
Phi29 cycle also pointed to relationships between Phi29 
replication and the host cytoskeleton. MreB, the bacterial 
actine-like protein discovered in B. subtilis (42_44), was 
found to organize Phi29 replication at the membrane 
through a direct interaction with p16.7 (45). Indeed, Phi29 
DNA replication requires a functional MreB and Phi29 
DNA polymerase localizes in a helix-like pattern that is 
MreB dependant (Figure 1A). Phage DNA replication and 
thus progeny synthesis is totally abolished in an mreB 
mutant, while the early steps of phage infection such as 
phage adsorption and DNA entrance are unaffected. It was 
found that MreB colocalizes and interacts with p16.7. 
Therefore, this study demonstrates that Phi29 phage 
exploits the MreB cytoskeleton in order to replicate its 
genome. The terminal protein TP is associated to the 
membrane and is required for efficient Phi29 replication. 
TP recruits Phi29 DNA polymerase to the bacterial 
nucleoid, and subsequently, both proteins relocalize to a 
peripheral helix-like structure that is MreB dependant. TP 
binds directly to the bacterial nucleoid via its N-terminal 
moiety. However, no sequence specificity was observed 
since TP can bind any DNA sequence (46). This study 
suggests that Phi29 DNA attaches to the host nucleoid and 
uses the MreB cytoskeleton as a driving force to 
redistribute at peripheral sites.  
 
4.2. Cystoviridae transcription 
 Phi6 phage and related phages that belong to the 
Cystoviridae family have segmented genomes composed of 
three molecules of double-stranded RNA (S, M, and L 
dsRNA) (47,48). Phi6 propagates in Pseudomonas 
syringae, a well-described plant pathogen; an interesting 
particularity of this phage and its relatives is the ordered 
process of packaging of the three moieties of the genome 
(49).  
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Figure 1. (A), Replication of Phi29 phage, adapted with permission from (45). B. subtilis strains (wild-type and mreB) 
expressing YFP-TP infected with a delayed-lysis mutant of Phi29 (sus14). The TP protein recruits the phage DNA polymerase 
and localizes in a helix-like shape that is MreB dependant. (B), Control of transcription of bacteriophage Phi2954, adapted with 
permission from (52). Relocalization of the host protein GrxC-GFP in Pseudomonas syringae pv. Phaseolicola HB10Y upon 
Phi2954 infection (30’ and 120’ post-infection). 
 
 The L fragment encodes earlier expressed core 
particle proteins, whereas the S and M segment contain 
genes expressed later during the infection process (47). 
Transcription of the L fragment and productive infection 
are dependent on the host protein YajQ, which binds to the 
major nucleocapsid protein P1 and modify the 
transcriptional activity of the polymerase located inside the 
virion (50). When the phage genome enters the host cell, 
the core polymerase covered by YajQ transcribes the 
genomic segment L. A surprising finding is that YajQ-
dependant replication of phage Phi6 provokes a punctuate 
fluorescence pattern of YajQ upon phage infection (51). In 
this case, GFP fusions showed that YajQ is associated with 
virions through capsid component binding from the 
incoming step until lysis, which is consistent with the 
recycling process of parts of the phage virions. Indeed, 
YajQ binds to P1 the major structural protein of the inner 
core, and this interaction is not disrupted during the 
synthesis of newly made phage particles, indicating that P1 
is recycled into the progeny.  
 
 This result has to be correlated with the recent 
finding that GrxC is involved in transcription regulation of 
the L segment of Phi2954, a Phi6 distantly related phage, 

by removing the shell formed by the P8 protein from the 
infectious particle (52). As demonstrated in vitro, 
incubation of GrxC with the nucleocapsid, results in the 
loss of the P8 protein and subsequent binding of GrxC to 
core particles. As a result, the GrxC protein exhibits a 
punctuate fluorescence pattern upon Phi2954 infection 
(Figure 1B), as is the case for YajQ when cells are infected 
with Phi6. Interestingly, Phi2954 mutants that are 
independent of GrxC in vivo show undifferentiated 
transcription of all three DNA segments. One such mutant 
contains a single base change at the 5’ end of the L segment 
(ACAAA to GCAAA) that leads to L segment transcription 
at the same level than S and M and independently of GrxC, 
probably allowing the polymerase to bind to this segment 
with a higher affinity (52). 
 
 Thus, in both phages, transcription of the L 
segment relies on the presence of host proteins, YajQ for 
Phi6 and GrxC for Phi2954, which remain associated to the 
core virion throughout the virus cycle. Newly assembled 
particles do not bind YajQ or GrxC and consequently only 
S and M segments are transcribed. It is worthnoting that 
Phi6 genome transcription is independent of GrxC, and in 
turn Phi2954 does not require YajQ. Although the cellular 
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function of YajQ remains unknown, the GrxC protein is 
glutaredoxine C, which harbors ribonucleotide reductase 
activity, however it remains unclear if this activity is 
involved in Phi2954 transcription. In both systems, the 
specific interaction of the nucleocapsid with a host protein 
results in specific L segment transcription, which is 
correlated with a punctuated pattern location of the host 
proteins. 
 
5. PERSPECTIVES 
 
 Since their discovery in the 1920s, phages have 
been used as tools. Phages have several direct applications, 
such as therapy (more widely used in the former Eastern 
bloc but this has recently begun to change), recombination 
in prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells, as well as phage 
display (for review see (53)). However, being able to 
visualize individual phages permits researchers to look at 
and to discriminate the host cell. Indeed, several attempts 
have been made to produce phage-based detectors, mostly 
for the purpose of pathogenic strain identification. In 
particular, phage-based detectors directed against E. coli 
O157:H7 and several species of mycobacteria, including 
TB, have been developed recently (54_56). The advantages 
of these techniques are their rapidity and specificity, as well 
as the detection of living bacteria that can support phage 
adsorption and progeny synthesis. It is likely that this kind 
of tool will develop in the near future to detect pathogens. 
 
 Phage-host interaction studies benefited from the 
implementation of cell biology techniques in several ways. 
Indeed, several long studied aspects of phage biology 
gained insight from these studies; the lysis-lysogeny 
decision of temperate phages exemplified by lambda is one 
of them. However, new questions can now be addressed, 
such as the localization of phage factories inside the host 
cell. It is noteworthy that phages, such as Phi29, develop 
with respect to host cell architecture and organization. As 
genomics have led to the third age of the phage (57), it is 
likely that the combination of phage genomics with cell 
biology may lead to a fourth one. An important implication 
of the studies described in this review is that cell biology of 
the host enable to understand phage biology, and in turn 
sometimes shed light on host proteins whose function in the 
host is poorly understood such as GrxC. Other phage 
related functions may beneficiate from cell biology studies, 
in particular, it has been shown for decades that the GroE 
chaperonine plays a key role in lambda virions assembly, 
and cell biology may give new insight on the lambda capsid 
assembly in association with the GroES proteins (6). Since 
phages rely on their host to replicate, either passively for 
lysogenic phages or actively when lysis is the outcome, the 
relationship between host proteins localization and 
dynamics and virus cycle should be further studied in the 
future.  
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